
 
 

Under 10: Semi Final 1 – Brunswick Dragons v Park Orchards 
  
After qualifying in third place after the home and away season, our Dragons faced fourth placed Park 
Orchards at Macleod Park in our first final. 
 
Led out by our captain for the day Ben Marchionna, the Dragons started the game kicking against 
the wind in the first quarter. From the opening bounce, our attack on the ball in all parts of the 
ground was fantastic. Our midfield was able to win the hard contests, allowing us to spend the 
majority of the quarter in our forward line getting some important shots on goal. In a very tough 
contest, Park Orchards were able to break quickly from a throw in and kicked the only goal for the 
term. The quarter time score was Brunswick 0.3.3 to Park Orchards 1.0.6. 
 
In the second quarter, our midfielders worked hard and our forwards took full advantage of their 
clearances by playing in front. A great mark and snap put the Dragons in front early into the quarter 
and a quick kick out of the pack saw a second roll through the big sticks. The pressure was 
outstanding and three great tackles in a row saw the Dragons fans (led by Chris Drysdale) lift as one 
along the boundary line! Our defence stuck to their opponents and rebounded at every chance, 
keeping Park Orchards scoreless for the quarter while having six scoring shots of our own. At half 
time the score was Brunswick 2.7.19 to Park Orchards 1.0.6. 
 
The Dragons needed a massive effort in the third quarter against the wind and our pressure had to 
be at its best for us to stay in the match. Park Orchards kicked two goals and two behinds in the first 
seven minutes to regain the advantage and put the pressure back on us. Rather than put our heads 
down, we continued to attack the ball and two courageous intercepts in defence stopped certain 
scoring shots. With two minutes remaining, we were able to kick a crucial goal and hit the lead 
again. From the centre bounce, Park Orchards responded and kicked another to hit the lead again 
right on the siren! The three quarter time score was Brunswick 3.7.25 to Park Orchards 4.2.26.  
 
At the break, we knew that although we were coming home with the wind, a special team effort was 
required until the final siren.  Responding to coaches instructions, the Dragons gave it their all and 
piled on the pressure. A great mark and quick handball set up the first of two outstanding team goals 
and the Dragons were away! Disciplined defence shut down any Park Orchard attacks keeping them 
scoreless once again for the last quarter.  
 
Today was a fantastic team effort and a very well deserved victory. The pressure all over the ground 
was outstanding and we now have a chance to play for a Grand Final spot!  Well done Dragons!!    
 
Final Score: Brunswick 5.10.40 to Park Orchards 4.2.26. 
 
 
David La Greca 
Under 10's Coach 


